
Renato Moicano Withdraws From ULTIMATE FIGHTER
CHAMPIONSHIPS Fight Night: Ortega against the Korean
Zombie
 

UFC is moving to Fight Isle for the upcoming five functions to give extra fighters across the

world often the opportunity to compete. However , the promotion abandoned one particular

fight from the fourth of five functions set to be held in Abu Dhabi. This was often the Renato

Moicano vs Magomed Mustafaev battle slated regarding UFC Battle Night: Brian Ortega

versus ‘The Korean Zombie’ about October 18. 

Therefore, he will probably hope that often the UFC re-books him with regard to Fight Isle

quite as compared to delaying his or her return perhaps further. 

 

 

For Mustafaev, the particular clash against Moicano would likely have been the stylistically

different striker compared to wrestler. It would have examined both fighters and been an

excellent fight ahead associated with the successful featherweight deal with between ranked

contenders. 

 

Granted the state of often the world on present and even the scenarios with the past UFC

fight playing cards, enthusiasts can expect many a great deal more pullouts by the moment

the event airs go on our screens. 

 

Typically the cancelation has come just about a new month before the particular planned



fight date. This need to provide UFC enough time period to protected some sort of

substitution to fight Mustafaev. At present, this is usually not clear if the advertising will

definitely keep typically the mma fighter on the Fight Island card. 

Another choice often the ULTIMATE FIGHTER CHAMPIONSHIPS has is to be able to re-

book typically the Moicano compared to Mustafaev featherweight onslaught intended for a

new UFC Tip struggle card once the particular campaign returns from Deal with Tropical isle. 

 

Renato Moicano disengagement departs Magomed Mustafaev on typically the borders 

Moicano highlighted upon the inaugural UFC deal with card guiding shut down doorways.

The killer secured a new lightning-quick 44-second distribution from Damir Hadzovic

throughout his or her first 155-pound struggle. They made the progress bodyweight classes

following continuous beats with featherweight. These types of came against Jose Aldo

together with Chan Sung Jung. 

 

 

Look over: WATCH: Renato Moicano Submits Damir Hadžovi in 44 Seconds 

 

Meanwhile, ‘Sniper’ Mustafaev was heading in their second fight intended for 12 months on

the back involving some sort of near separate determination defeat from Malik Riddell.  has

possessed a tricky time in his last three spats. He / she features struggled at winning the fight

with points. He holds 14 wins using associated with these people arriving through completes.

Having said that, the idleness can be sharing with as he has included only double throughout

often the last four several years. 

https://gvcus.org/

